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Abstract Six pyrazole alkaloids of natural origin (isolated
from Newbouldia laevis in DR Congo) that exhibit antimalar-
ial activity—namely withasomnine, newbouldine, and their
para-hydroxy and -methoxy derivatives—were investigated
theoretically. The nitro derivatives of withasomnine and para-
hydroxywithasomnine, which show enhanced antimalarial
activity, were also studied in this manner. A thorough confor-
mational study was performed in vacuo and in three solvents
(chloroform, acetonitrile, and water) at different levels of
theory (HF, DFT/B3LYP, and MP2) using different basis sets.
Adducts with explicit water molecules were calculated at the
HF level. Due to the rigidity of the pyrazole system and the
benzene ring, the only factor that influences the energies of
withasomnine and newbouldine is the relative orientation of
the two ring systems; two orientations are equally preferred.
The para-hydroxy and -methoxy derivatives show a prefer-
ence for a planar orientation of the OH and OC bonds. The
main stabilizing influence on the nitro derivative of para-
hydroxywithasomnine is the intramolecular hydrogen bond
between the two consecutive functional groups. The calcu-
lated adducts show the preferred arrangements of water
molecules in the vicinity of the N atoms of the pyrazole system
and, for the derivatives, also in the vicinity of the substituents
on the benzene ring.
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Introduction

Malaria is a disease that is responsible for high levels of
morbidity and mortality in tropical regions [1]. According to
World Health Organization (WHO) reports, it has been esti-
mated that there were nearly 225 million cases of malaria and
781,000 deaths in 2009 [2], 219 million cases and 660,000
deaths in 2010 [3], and 207 million cases and 627,000 deaths
in 2012 [4]. 2.23% of all deaths worldwide are due to malaria.
90 % of all malaria-related deaths occur in sub-Saharan Afri-
can, where it is one of the main causes of child mortality [3, 4].

Malaria is caused by protozoan parasites of the
Plasmodium genus that are transmitted to humans via mos-
quitoes. Among these parasites, Plasmodium falciparum is
responsible for most of the deaths due to malaria. The greatest
challenge in malaria treatment is the fast rate at which Plas-
modium falciparum develops resistance to drugs—just few
years after they enter into clinical use [5, 6]. Thus, the devel-
opment of new viable drugs must, at the very least, keep the
pace with the rate of resistance development in order to avoid
the onset of a catastrophic situation. This urgency is also
reflected in the appeals from the WHO to expand malaria
research.

It is important to understand the molecular origin of the
activities of compounds that are already known to have a
certain activity – and, therefore, to understand the roles of as
many molecular details as possible in the given activity – in
order to be able to design related compounds with more potent
activity [7]. Computational studies can provide a wealth of
information about molecular properties, including descriptors
that are relevant to quantitative structure activity relationship
(QSAR) studies. Despite this, computational studies of
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antimalarials are still not abundant (although they have in-
creased in number in recent years), and they have mostly
concerned drugs that are already in clinical use or possible
derivatives of them [8–14]. Examples include conformational
studies of quinine [15], artemisinin, and related molecules [16],
dispiro-1,2,4-trioxolanes [17], and QSAR studies of
artemisinin [8, 9], chloroquine and mefloquine [18], and
tryptanthrins [19]. Computational studies can also help eluci-
date the mechanisms of action of known drugs, and this
information is important for the design of new drugs. Exam-
ples of such studies for antimalarials include the investigation
of how artemisinin derivatives disrupt the detoxification of
heme by Plasmodium [8]; the investigations of the artemisinin
pharmacophore and the role of the reductive decomposition of
deoxyartemisinins and deoxyartemethers in their antimalarial
action [20], the antimalarial activity of dihydroartemisinin
derivatives against P. Falciparum resistant to mefloquine
[21], and the possible roles of interactions between metal
cations and antimalarial molecules containing aromatic moie-
ties [22]. Computationally obtainable information has been
utilized for the design of new drugs, for instance in the lead
optimization for antimalarial acridones [23] or in the design of
potent antimalarial bisbenzamidines [24].

Compounds from natural materials utilized in traditional
medicine are particularly promising sources of leads for drug
development because their ability to exert an activity within a
living organism has already been proven. Interest in antima-
larial compounds of natural origin is therefore increasing.
Many in vitro studies have confirmed the activities of a variety
of such materials. Examples include the antiplasmodial activ-
ity of extracts from Esenbeckia febrifuga, a plant traditionally
used to treat malaria in the Brazilian Amazon [25]; the
antiplasmodial activity of alkaloids from Teclea trichocarpa
[26]; the antiplasmodial activity and cytotoxicity of 33 West
African plants traditionally used in the treatment of malaria
[27], and that of 18 plants used in the traditional medicine of
Congo Brazzaville [28]; and the results from the antiprotozoal
and cytotoxic screening of the extracts from 45 plants from
DR Congo [29].

The work reported in the present paper considered six
pyrazole alkaloid compounds with antimalarial activity that
were isolated from the root bark of Newbouldia laevis (a plant
that is endemic to DR Congo and traditionally used in the
treatment of malaria, diarrhea, and other diseases [30]), namely:
withasomnine (3-phenyl-5,6-dihydro-4H-pyrrolo[1,2-
b]pyrazole), its p-hydroxy and p-methoxy derivatives,
newbouldine (3-phenyl-3a,5,6-tetrahydro-3H-pyrrolo[1,2-
b]pyrazole), and its p-hydroxy and p-methoxy derivatives. The-
se compounds are, respectively, denoted A, B, D, E, F, and G in
this work, for the sake of brevity. Their structures are shown in
Fig. 1. The half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) value
was found to be nearly 122.2 mg/ml for their alcoholic totum.
The nitroderivatives of compounds A and B (Fig. 2) were also

included in this study, as experiments showed that they possess
enhanced antimalarial activity [31, 32]. Withasomnine and its
derivatives have no asymmetric centers, whereas newbouldine
and its derivatives possess two chiral centers and exhibit optical
activity [33].

The antimalarial activity of these compounds is intriguing
because such activity is rarely observed in alkaloids contain-
ing pyrazole groups, while it appears more frequently in
alkaloids containing other groups, such as in quinine, chloro-
quine, and mefloquine. Thus, the molecular structures of
withasomnine and newbouldine are fairly unique among an-
timalarials, making them suitable candidates for drugs that can
overcome Plasmodium’s drug-resistance. This makes a com-
putational study of these compounds particularly interesting,
as it can provide information that may contribute to a better
understanding of their activity and to the design of molecules
with enhanced activity.

The compounds were studied in vacuo and in three sol-
vents with different polarities, different dielectric constants,
and different H-bonding abilities (chloroform, acetonitrile,
and water) because their octanol/water partition coefficients
suggest that they may be present in non-negligible quantities
in media with a broad range of polarities. Adducts with
explicit water molecules were also considered because of their
significance for solute molecules containing atoms that can
form intermolecular hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) with water
molecules [34, 35].

The results provide a comprehensive picture of the molec-
ular properties of these compounds, such as conformational
preferences in vacuo and in solution, potential energy profiles
for the rotation of relevant bonds, harmonic vibrational fre-
quencies, solvent effects, preferred arrangements of explicit
water molecules around donor or acceptor sites of the solute
molecule, and other features. Tables with detailed results and
figures that complement those in the main manuscript are
included in the “Electronic supplementary material,” ESM.

Computational details

Different calculation methods and different basis sets were
utilized to compare their performances and to inform a future
study of a high number of antimalarial alkaloids (the informa-
tion obtained from the results of the different calculation
methods for a limited number of compounds aids the selection
of the best compromise between result accuracy and compu-
tational cost when studying a large number of compounds of
the same class).

Calculations in vacuo were performed with full optimiza-
tion (fully relaxed geometry) at three levels of theory: Hartree
Fock (HF) method, Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the
B3LYP functional [36–38], and Møller-Plesset Perturbation
Theory (MP2). The MP2 results were considered benchmarks
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on assessing the performance of the other methods. The
following basis sets were utilized in vacuo: 6–31G(d,p), 6–
31+G(d,p), 6–31++G(d,p), 6–311G(d,p), 6–311+G(d,p), and
6–311++G(d,p).

Calculations in solution considered three solvents: chloro-
form, acetonitrile, and water, with dielectric constants of 4.90,
36.64, and 78.39 and estimated (MP2/6–31G(d,p)) dipole
moments of 1.4 D, 4.2 D, and 2.2 D, respectively. These
solvents cover the ranges of polarity and H-bonding ability
of interest for media within a living organism; acetonitrile is
also a good model for the medium in membranes. The calcu-
lations utilized the polarizable continuum model (PCM, [39,
40]), where the solute is assumed to generate a cavity in the
continuum solvent and embed in it. The cavity is modeled
through intersecting spheres centered on the nuclei; the inter-
sections are smoothed according to the size of the solvent
molecules, which determines the extent to which solvent
molecules can come in contact with the solute molecule. The
default settings for PCM in the Gaussian 03 package [41] were

utilized: IEF (integral equation formalism model, [42–45])
and tesserae average area of 0.200 Å2 for the surface of the
cavity around the solute. UAHF radii (united atom topological
model applied to radii optimized for the HF/6–31G(d) level)
were utilized for the spheres. PCM calculations were per-
formed with re-optimization (fully relaxed geometries) on
the geometries optimized in vacuo at the same levels of theory.
Only the 6–31G(d,p), 6–31+G(d,p), and 6–31++G(d,p) basis
sets were utilized in solution.

Harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated in vacuo
and in solution to verify that the optimization results
corresponded to true minima.

Adducts with explicit water molecules were calculated for
all of the compounds. They were calculated at the HF/6–
31G(d,p) level for affordability reasons in view of the large
size of the supermolecular structure. The best adducts respond
to the approximation of the “first solvation layer” concept
utilized in [35], comprising both the water molecules that
can H-bond directly to donor or acceptor sites in the solute
molecule and those that bridge them and often have a relevant
stabilizing effect.

For an adduct containing nwater molecules, the interaction
energy (ΔEsolute-n.aq) between the central molecule and the
water molecules H-bonded to it depends on the situation of the
given adduct. If the water molecules are not interacting, then

ΔEsolute−n:aq ¼ Eadduct−Esolute−nEaq; ð1Þ

where Eadduct is the energy of the adduct, Esolute is the
energy of an isolated solute molecule, and Eaq is the energy
of an isolated water molecule. If some of the water molecules
are H-bonded to each other, then

ΔEsolute−n:aq ¼ Eadduct− Esolute þ nEaq

� �
−ΔEaq−aq; ð2Þ

where ΔEaq-aq is the overall interaction energy between
water molecules (largely due to water-to-water H-bonds), and
is evaluated by performing a single-point calculation for a
group of water molecules identical to that in the adduct, but

Fig. 1 A–G The pyrazole alkaloids of natural origin considered in this
study, and the letters used to denote them: Awithasomnine. B p-hydroxy
derivative of withasomnine, D p-methoxy derivative of withasomnine, E

newbouldine, F p-hydroxy derivative of newbouldine, G p-methoxy
derivative of newbouldine

n-A                 n-B

Fig. 2 Nitroderivatives of withasomnine (left) and of the p-hydroxy
derivative of withasomnine (right) considered in this study, and the
acronyms used to denote them
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without the solute molecule [46]. Both Eadduct and Eaq-aq are
corrected for BSSE using the counterpoise method [47].
When the geometry of the solute molecule in the adduct does
not change significantly from that in the gas phase (as is the
case for the compounds considered here), contributions from
the deformation energy can be neglected. The same is true for
the water molecules.

PCM calculations for adducts optimized in vacuo were
performed at the same level, HF/6–31G(d,p), using the
single-point option because of the excessive computional
costs of PCM re-optimization of the bulky supermolecular
structures of the adducts.

Natural bond orbital [48–51] analysis was utilized to get
detailed information about the charges on the more electro-
negative atoms (N and O) in different media and also in the
adducts with explicit water molecules.

For the sake of brevity, acronyms for the media are utilized
in the text when reporting values (vac for vacuum, chlrf for
chloroform, actn for acetonitrile, and aq for water).

All of the energy values reported in the text are expressed
in kcal/mol, and all of the distances are in Å.

Results

Results in vacuo

The same atom numbering was utilized for corresponding
positions in all of the molecules considered in order to

facilitate comparisons of geometric features. Although this
implies that some atom numbers may have been be skipped
in some structures, it is considered that the potential for quick
comparisons is more important. Figure 3 shows the atom
numbering schemes for three representative cases, and the
caption explains the changes for the other molecules.

For each compound, conformers are denoted by adding a
number after the letter or acronym denoting the compound,
and this number increases as the relative energy of the con-
former increases. When no number is present, the lowest-
energy conformer is being referred to. This is acceptable in
most analyses because the energy difference between con-
formers is small and they show similar behavior, with the
exception of the conformers of compound n-B.

The rigidity of the two ring systems (benzene and pyrazole)
means that the mutual orientation of these systems is the only
factor that can distinguish conformers of compounds A and E.
A flexible scan of the rotation of the C–C bond between the
two ring systems was carried out for A and E at different levels
of theory (HF/6–31G (d,p), DFT/6–31G(d,p), and MP2/6–
31G(d,p)). The resulting potential energy profiles are shown
in Fig. 4. These results, as well as separate calculations per-
formed with fully relaxed geometries around the identified
minima, show that the energies of the conformers correspond-
ing to minima with different mutual orientations of the ring
systems differ by less than 0.3 kcal/mol, with all the calcula-
tion methods used (e.g., they differ by 0.232 kcal/mol in the
HF results, 0.284 kcal/mol in the DFT results, and 0.198 kcal/
mol in the MP2 results for A).

Fig. 3 Schemes of the atom numbering utilized for the compounds
considered in this work. The carbon atoms are represented only by their
numbers; the symbols of all the other atoms are shown explicitly. The
same atom numbering is utilized for atoms in corresponding positions in
all of the compounds investigated here, in order to facilitate comparisons.
Compounds B, F, and n-B are shown as examples. In compounds A and
E, the number 15 is assigned to the H atom attached to C1; in compounds
D, F, G, and H, it is assigned to the O atom attached to C1. The C atom of

the methoxy group in D and G is given the number 27, and the H atoms
attached to it are given the numbers 28, 29, and 30. Because of this, the
additional H atoms attached to C7 and C8 in E, F, and G are given the
numbers 31 and 32, respectively. The N of the nitro group attached to C1
in n-A is given the number 15 and the N of the nitro group attached to C6
in n-B is given the number 19; the two O atoms of these nitro groups are
numbered 33 and 34
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For the p-hydroxy derivatives, an additional geometry dif-
ference arises from the orientation of the OH group. A flexible
scan of the rotation of the C1–O15 bond (Fig. 5) shows a prefe
geometry rence for OH to be coplanar with the ring—consistent
with what is observed for phenols in general [52, 53]. Compar-
ison with a similar scan for phenol (Fig. 6) shows that the
barrier heights are almost the same. As long as the OH is planar,
its orientation to one or another side does not imply significant
energy differences in compounds B and F. The difference
between the two orientations is less than 0.1 kcal/mol, which
indicates that the presence of the pyrazole ring does not influ-
ence the orientation preferences of the phenol OH.

Similarly, for compounds D and G, an additional geometry
difference arises from the orientation of the OCH3 group. This

group prefers to be oriented with the C atom coplanar with the
benzene ring—consistent with what is observed for an OCH3

group attached to a benzene ring when there is no steric
hindrance from neighboring groups [54].

For the nitroderivative n-A, an additional geometric feature
arises from the orientation of the NO2 group. A flexible scan
of the rotation of the C1–N15 bond (Fig. 7) shows that a
planar orientation of the whole NO2 group is preferred. This
is consistent with what is reported for nitrobenzenes [55–57].
A similar scan for nitrobenzene (Fig. 7) shows that the minima
coincide and the maxima nearly coincide in the MP2 results
(difference of 0.27 kcal/mol), whereas they differ slightly with
the other methods used here (by 0.78 kcal/mol with HF; by
0.98 kcal/mol with DFT). Overall, these results confirm that

Fig. 4 Potential energy profiles for the flexible scan of the C11–C7–C4–
C5 torsion angle (rotation of the C7–C4 bond between the two ring
systems) in compounds A (left) and E (right). HF/6–31G(d,p)

(diamonds), DFT/B3LYP/6–31G(d,p) (squares), and MP2/6–31G(d,p)
(triangles) results in vacuo are plotted

Fig. 5 Potential energy profiles for the flexible scan of the C2–C1–O15–H27 torsion angle (rotation of the C1–O15 bond) in compounds B (left) and F
(right). HF/6–31G(d,p) (diamonds), DFT/B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) (squares), and MP2/6–31G(d,p) (triangles) results in vacuo are plotted
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the pyrazole system exerts a negligible influence on the ge-
ometry preferences of a para substituent in the benzene ring.

For nitroderivative n-B, an important geometry difference
arises from the possibility of the presence or absence of an
intramolecular hydrogen bond (IHB) between the OH group
and one of the O atoms of the NO2 group. Table 1 shows
the relative energy of the higher energy conformer (the one
without the IHB) with respect to the lowest energy conform-
er (whose relative energy is taken as zero) in the results of
the calculation methods utilized and for all the media con-
sidered. Figure 8 shows a flexible scan of the rotation of the
OH group. The scan shows similarities with that of the
rotation of the phenol OH engaged in the IHB with the

sp2 O of the acyl group in acylphloroglucinols [58]. In both
cases, the scan starts from a conformer in which the IHB is
present, and the rotation of the phenol OH gradually
removes the IHB. The acceptor O atom also rotates, “fol-
lowing” the H atom until the interaction between the two
vanishes completely. In this way, the acceptor O shifts out of
plane and remains out of plane in the conformer without the
IHB, thus partially smoothing the repulsion between the two
O atoms. The height of the barrier to the removal of an IHB
by 180° rotation of the donor gives an indication of the
strength of the IHB [59]. In the case of n-B, the barrier
height is close to 11 kcal/mol in the HF and MP2 results,
and is close to 15 kcal/mol in the DFT results.

The energy values reported in Table 1 correspond to the
increase in energy upon the removal of the IHB (ΔEIHB-

removal). Although these values are larger than the IHB actual
energy because they include the contribution of the O↔O
repulsion [58, 60], the fact that the repulsion is smoothed by
the off-plane shift of the acceptor O reduces the overestima-
tion. The DFT results tend to overestimate the energies of H-
bonds, so the HF and MP2 results provide more realistic
evaluations of their strength and of the relative energy of the
conformer from which the IHB is removed.

The geometric parameters of themolecules considered differ
only slightly in the results of the different methods utilized. The
length of the C4–C7 bond between the benzene ring and the
pyrazole system is ∼1.47 Å for A, B, and D and 1.51 Å for E, F,
and G with all methods, and the N9–N10 bond is ∼1.34 Å for
A, B, and D and ∼1.40 Å for E, F, and G.

Results in solution

The solvent effect (free energy of solvation, ΔGsolv) is nega-
tive for all these compounds and in all of the solvents

Fig. 6 Potential energy profiles for the flexible scan of the rotation of the
C–O bond in phenol. HF/6–31G (d,p) (diamonds), DFT/B3LYP/6–
31G(d,p) (squares), and MP2/6–31G(d,p) (triangles) results in vacuo
are plotted. Although a 180° rotation would be sufficient in this case
due to the symmetry of the molecule, a 360° rotation was carried out to
facilitate comparisons with the scans of B and F

compound n-A nitrobenzene

Fig. 7 Potential energy profiles for the flexible scan of the rotation of the C–N bond in compound n-A (rotation of the C2–C1–N15–O33 torsion angle)
and in nitrobenzene. HF/6–31G(d,p) (diamonds), DFT/B3LYP/6–31G(d,p) (squares) and MP2/6–31G(d,p) (triangles) results in vacuo are plotted
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considered. The magnitude of ΔGsolv is smaller for acetoni-
trile, greater for chloroform, and greatest for water. It is
considerably larger for B than for A and D, and for F than
for E and G, which is consistent with the effect of the presence
of a phenol OH in B and F, enabling stronger solute–solvent
interactions (H-bonds). It does not differ significantly between
A and D or between E and G, consistent with the weaker effect
of an OCH3 group on solute–solvent interactions. It is about
1 kcal/mol smaller for E, F, and G than for A, B, and D,
respectively, suggesting that the pyrazole system in
withasomnine and its derivatives interacts more favorably
with the solvent than the pyrazole system in newbouldine
and its derivatives. The trends for ΔGsolv and its electrostatic
component Gel are similar in the results of all the calculation
methods utilized. The addition of diffuse functions on the
heavy atoms increases the magnitude of ΔGsolv somewhat,
whereas the further addition of diffuse functions on the H
atoms does not bring significant changes.

The geometric features of the molecules are very similar for
all the media considered, as are the energy differences be-
tween conformers, except in the case of n-B, where the gap
between the conformers with and without the IHB between
the OH and the NO2 groups decreases sharply as the solvent
dielectric constant increases (Table 1).

The potential energy profiles for the rotation of the relevant
bonds considered in vacuo were also calculated in solution,
mostly at the HF/6–31G(d,p) level. The height of the barrier to
the rotation of the bond between the two ring systems (C4–
C7) in A increases as the solvent dielectric constant increases,
and it is≈0.9 kcal/mol higher in water than in vacuo. The
barrier to the rotation of the C1–O15 bond in B also increases
with increasing solvent ε, but less markedly than for C4–C7.
The barrier to the rotation of the O15–C27 bond in D and G is
very similar in all of the media, with a slight decrease noted in
water for G. The barrier to the rotation of the C1–N15 bond in
n-A is also very similar in all of the media, with a slight
decrease noted as the solvent ε increases. The barrier to the
rotation of the OH group in n-B decreases sharply as the
solvent ε increases, and the calculated value in water is less
than half the value obtained in vacuo.

n-B poses the challenging question of the fate of the IHB in
solution: is it maintained, substantially weakened or broken?
The energy gap between the conformers with and without the
IHB decreases sharply as the solvent ε increases, and so does
the energy barrier to the removal of the IHB by rotating the
donor by 180°. However, an estimation of the IHB strength in
solution cannot be linked to the energy difference between the
two conformers, because the stabilization by the solvent is
greater for the conformer without the IHB than for the con-
former with the IHB [61]. This effect is different for different
solvents and increases with increasing solvent ε; it is consid-
erably higher for solvents that are capable of forming inter-
molecular H-bonds with the solute molecule, as the removal
of an IHB leaves its donor and acceptor atoms available to
form H-bonds with the solvent molecules. The situation is

Table 1 Relative energy of the
higher energy conformer of com-
pound n-B (conformer n-B-2),
corresponding to the lowest energy
orientation of the ring systems, and
differing from the lowest energy
conformer (n-B-1, relative energy
0.000 kcal/mol) by the absence of
the intramolecular hydrogen bond
between the OH group and the
NO2 group. Results obtained from
different calculation methods, in
vacuo and in the three solvents
considered, are shown

Calculation method Relative energy (kcal/mol)

In vacuo In chloroform In acetonitrile In water

HF/6–31G(d,p) 9.857 6.511 5.156 2.350

MP2/6–31G(d,p) 9.355 6.479 5.277 2.457

DFT/B3LYP/6–31G(d,p) 11.783 9.012 7.734 4.801

HF/6–31+G(d,p) 9.435 6.045 4.668 1.847

MP2/6–31+G(d,p) 7.782 4.751 2.880 0.565

DFT/B3LYP/6–31+G(d,p) 11.190 7.976 6.593 3.556

HF/6–31++G(d,p) 9.453 6.063 4.686 1.866

MP2/6–31++G(d,p) 7.829 5.618 3.518 0.612

DFT/B3LYP/6–31++G(d,p) 11.230 8.049 6.665 3.602

Fig. 8 Potential energy profiles for the flexible scan of the C6–C1–O15–
H27 torsion angle (rotation of the OH group) in compound n-B. HF/6–
31G(d,p) (diamonds), DFT/B3LYP/6–31G(d,p) (squares), and MP2/6–
31G(d,p) (triangles) results in vacuo are plotted
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analogous to that discussed in [60] for the IHB between a
phenol OH and an sp2 O bonded to a C atom ortho to the OH
on the benzene ring. The energy difference between the two
conformers (the conformer with the IHB and the conformer
without the IHB) is not solely determined by intramolecular
factors (IHB removal, geometry changes caused by the re-
moval, O↔O repulsion) but also by an “external” factor, the
solvent stabilization, and this factor is greater for the conform-
er without the IHB. This would suggest that the strength of the
IHB is greater than the energy difference between the two
conformers.

The polarization of the electron cloud due to the solvent
field and depending on the solvent ε, tends to weaken the
strength of the IHB. On the other hand, local geometry factors
in the solute molecule may play significant roles. Thus, it is
not easy to find criteria that lead to a reasonable approxima-
tion for the strength of the IHB in solution. The lack of
relevant experimental techniques [62] implies an absence of
experimental values that could provide reliable references for
the assessment of theoretical results. Features that are influ-
enced by the solvent effect (including the height of the rota-
tional barrier to the removal of the IHB through 180° rotation
of the donor, or the redshift of the OH vibrational frequency)
do not represent reliable references because of the same
reason—the different solvent effect on the two conformers
(i.e., the conformer with the IHB and the conformer without
the IHB). A factor intrinsic to the IHB—such as its length
(Table 2)—can be more reliably linked to the IHB strength,
with shorter lengths corresponding to stronger IHBs. However,
local geometric features can considerably influence the possi-
bility of variations in the IHB length. In the case of n-B, the
possibility that the IHB length varies is considerably restricted
by the rigidity of the benzene ring. However, this factor also
favors the permanence of the IHB in solution without any
dramatic decrease in strength, because the rigidity of the

benzene ring does not favor the types of geometry changes that
could break the IHB. In this regard, this case is analogous to
other cases in which an IHB forms between groups at consec-
utive positions on a benzene ring (e.g., in hydroxybenzenes [62,
63] and acylphloroglucinols [60]).

The presence of an H-bond causes a decrease in the IR
frequencies of the donor OH. The phenomenon is called
redshift. The redshift is greater for stronger H-bonds [64].
However, the value of the redshift can only be viewed as an
indication of the IHB strength in vacuo, as the solvent effect
may introduce additional factors in solution. The redshift is
calculated as the difference from the frequency of a conve-
niently selected free OH (an OH that is not engaged in an
IHB). In the case of n-B-1 (the conformer of n-B with the
IHB), the most apt reference appears to be the frequency of the
OH in compound B; however, the frequency of the conformer
without the IHB (n-B-2) was also utilized as a separate refer-
ence to obtain a complementary set of information. The values
are somewhat smaller in the latter case. The redshift values for
n-B-1 are considerably different in the results of the calcula-
tion methods utilised (despite the frequency values being
scaled according to the method). For instance, the values
(cm−1) in vacuo range from 128.7 (HF) to 243.3 (MP2) to
401.0 (DFT); the last value is consistent with the known
tendency of DFT to overestimate H-bond strengths.

The dipole moments of these compounds increase steadily
as the solvent ε increases, because of the greater polarization
of the solute charges by solvents with greater ε. For instance,
in the MP2/6–31++G(d,p) results, the dipole moment (in
debye) ranges from 3.4 (vac) to 4.8 (aq) for A-1, from 4.4
(vac) to 6.5 (aq) for B-1, from 2.5 (vac) to 3.5 (aq) for D-1,
from 2.6 (vac) to 3.7 (aq) for E-1, from 3.2 (vac) to 4.86 (aq)
for F-1, from 2.7 (vac) to 3.6 (aq) for G-1, from 7.3 (vac) to
9.0 (aq) for n-A-1, from 7.2 (vac) to 9.4 (aq) for n-B-1, and
from 9.5 (vac) to 12.7 (aq) for n-B-2.

Table 2 Parameters of the intramolecular hydrogen bond (IHB) of
compound n-B according to the results of different calculation methods
obtained in different media. The calculation methods used are denoted by
the following acronyms: HF for HF/6–31G(d,p), HF+for HF/6–31+

G(d,p), HF++ for HF/6–31++G(d,p), DF for DFT/6–31G(d,p), DF+for
DFT/6–31+G(d,p), DF++ for DFT/6–31++G(d,p), MP for MP2/6–
31G(d,p), MP+for MP2/6–31+G(d,p), MP++ for MP2/6–31++G(d,p)

Method O⋅⋅⋅H bond length (Å) O⋅⋅⋅O distance (Å) OĤO bond angle

vac chlrf actn aq vac chlrf actn aq vac chlrf actn aq

HF 1.825 1.833 1.838 1.862 2.601 2.606 2.608 2.618 137.0 136.5 136.3 134.6

HF+ 1.833 1.843 1.848 1.875 2.604 2.608 2.611 2.622 136.3 135.7 135.5 133.6

HF++ 1.833 1.842 1.847 1.876 2.604 2.609 2.611 2.623 136.3 135.8 135.5 133.6

DFT 1.689 1.693 1.695 1.716 2.561 2.563 2.564 2.574 144.9 144.7 144.6 143.2

DFT+ 1.707 1.712 1.714 1.740 2.567 2.570 2.570 2.582 143.4 143.1 142.9 141.1

DFT++ 1.688 1.712 1.713 1.740 2.561 2.569 2.569 2.582 145.0 143.1 143.0 141.2

MP 1.747 1.751 1.754 1.773 2.599 2.601 2.603 2.611 143.5 143.2 143.0 141.6

MP+ 1.747 1.751 1.755 1.773 2.599 2.601 2.603 2.611 143.5 143.2 143.0 141.6

MP++ 1.747 1.751 1.754 1.773 2.599 2.601 2.603 2.611 143.5 143.2 143.0 141.6
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Values for the HOMO–LUMO energy gap are similar
in magnitude in the HF and MP2 results, whereas the
values obtained from DFT calculations are much smaller.
This is a known phenomenon associated with DFT [65];
however, although individual values may be unrealistic,

trend identification on the basis of those values is reasonable.
For instance, the gap (in kcal/mol) for structure A in vacuo is
208.2 (HF/6–31++G(d,p)), 208.7 (MP2/6–31++G(d,p)), and
121.0 (DFT/B3LYP/6–31++G(d,p)). The values do not differ
considerably in the media considered; when diffuse functions

A-1aq   -5.310 A-3aq       -11.039 B-4aq  -18.873

D-2aq  -9.492 E-1aq  -12.026 E-2aq  -14.974

E-3aq   -15.202 F-5aq    -20.966 n-A-5aq  -12.840 n-B-5aq -8.614

Fig. 9 Selected adducts of the calculated compounds with explicit water molecules. The molecule–water interaction energy (kcal/mol, corrected for
BSSE) is reported under each image
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are present, the values show a tendency to slightly increase as
the solvent ε increases.

Adducts with explicit water molecules

Adducts with explicit water molecules were calculated for all
of the compounds considered. In A and E, there is only one
region capable of H-bonding with water molecules—the two
N atoms in the pyrazole system. The other compounds have a
second region around the groups attached to the benzene ring
(OH or OCH3 groups and, for the nitroderivatives, also NO2).
The two regions are sufficiently distant to be completely
independent in the ways in which they H-bond with water
molecules, as H-bonds between the water molecules attached
to the N atoms and the water molecules attached to the group
on the benzene ring are not possible.

Different numbers and arrangements of water molecules in
the two regions were considered. Figure 9 shows most of the
calculated adducts and their water–molecule interaction ener-
gies. For the pyrazole region, the best arrangement comprises
three water molecules—two attached to the twoN atoms and a
third water molecule bridging them. This agrees with the
results from a computational and experimental study of the
hydration of pyrazole [66], which found that the
pyrazole–(H2O)3 adduct has the best water–pyrazole interac-
tion energy. For the region around the OH group in B and F,
the best arrangement is consistent with the known tendency to
have a square of O atoms around the OH of a phenol [67] or
alcohol [68].

For all of the adducts, the geometry of the central molecule
remains practically undisturbed. For compound n-B, the
length of the IHB increases somewhat in the adducts and the
bond angle decreases. The adduct geometries show the simul-
taneous presence of the IHB and H-bonds with water mole-
cules—a phenomenon observed for several molecules with
groups attached at consecutive positions on a benzene ring
that are capable of forming H-bonds (e.g., hydroxybenzenes
with consecutive OH groups [63, 69–71]). While PCM opti-
mization rarely leads to IHB breaking (because PCM does not
take solute–solvent H-bonds into account explicitly [61]),
adduct optimization may lead to IHB breaking [72] and the
formation of H-bonds with water molecules. Therefore, the
simultaneous presence of the IHB and H-bonds with water
molecules in the calculated adducts (with geometry adjust-
ments to accommodate this simultaneous presence) supports
the hypothesis that the IHB in n-B-1 is maintained in solution,
including in water solution.

The adducts were also considered as solutes in single-point
PCM calculations in water, which were performed at the same
HF/6–31G(d,p) level at which the adducts were calculated.
The magnitude of ΔGsolv decreases as the number of water
molecules in the adduct increases. This is consistent with the
fact that the water molecules closest to the solute molecule are

incorporated into the adduct, so their interactions with the
central molecule (which represent the most important contri-
bution to the solute–solvent interaction) are no longer part of
the bulk solvent effect. The magnitude of the electrostatic
contribution to ΔGsolv (Gel) increases as the number of water
molecules in the adduct increases.

Discussion and conclusions

This computational study of eight pyrazole alkaloids has iden-
tified conformational preferences, factors influencing con-
former stability, solvent effects for solvents that mimic the
range of media in which a drug molecule may exert its action
within a living organism, and other molecular properties, such
as dipole moments, frontier orbital energy gaps, vibrational
frequencies (harmonic approximation), properties of the IHB
for compound n-B, and preferential arrangements of water
molecules in the vicinity of the sites that are capable of forming
H-bonds with water molecules. These results can be used as a
starting point for other computational studies, such as an
investigation of possible reaction pathways. In turn, such an
investigation could lead to a better understanding of the mech-
anisms of the biological activity of the compounds. The com-
parison of the performance of the different calculation methods
used in this work is relevant to the selection of cost-convenient
and sufficiently informative computational methods for an en-
visaged study of a high number of other alkaloids with antima-
larial activity. This envisaged study— which will be the object
of a separate work — is expected to provide sufficient infor-
mation to enable realistic attempts to relate the antimalarial
activity to the molecular properties of active alkaloids.
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